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”Lentia“ was the name the Romans gave to a not particularly important fort they built at 

the bend of the river. The river was the Danube. In 1490, even as Linz became the 

capital of ”the territories above the Enns“, it was, with its 2000 inhabitants, a small city at 

best. This is how a Venetian envoy described Linz in 1492: ”Lince is a small place and 

boasts few notable buildings. The city area hardly extends beyond its main square. There 

are few shops – if any.“ 

 

Seeing the Nibelungs sail past was the most important event internationally that Linz had 

to offer in a long while. Turner was here, travelling the Danube, as well as Dürer (at least 

the Elder) and the pope (two actually) and, off and on, a Habsburg. 

 

In the following decades, Linz began to acquire a reputation as a commercial centre 

before reverting to its former, more staid existence as an industrial town. This did not 

change until the mid-19th century and the advent of the horse-drawn railway to Cesky 

Budejovice, which was the first railway for public transport in continental Europe. The 

construction of the western railway line from Vienna to Munich, which was completed in 

1858, finally drew Linz into the orbit of the modern world. 

 

Even visitors with little time to spend in Linz will at least stop off briefly at the Main 

Square. It is a market place, the historical economic centre of the city (even though 

markets were held at a different location originally) surrounded by the baroque houses of 

the bourgeoisie and extending almost right to the Danube at the point where the road 

from Venice to Prague crosses the river. 

 

The Hauptplatz continues to be a mirror of Linz’s history to the present day. Historical 

quotes point to each of the successive historical eras and to all of the city’s important 

events. There is the Plague Column, which has become one of the Linz landmarks, and it 

is right next to the Town Hall balcony from which Adolf Hitler addressed the cheering 

crowds. Below the Hauptplatz is a bunker, whose existence is indicated to this day by a 

slight subsidence of the ground in the square above. This is where the population, 

including the National Socialist city administration, were supposed to find shelter during 

Allied bomb raids. Linz, the ”Führerstadt“, was a priority target for these bombing raids 

because of its heavy industry. 

 

The turning points in the 20th-century history of the city can still be felt in Linz: the Civil 

War of 1934; the Anschluss; the subsequent Nazi rule with its extermination camps in 

the immediate environs of the city, at Mauthausen, Hartheim and Gusen; the rebuilding 

of its industries and their restructuring in the ’80s and ’90s, accompanied by the great 

venture of Ars Electronica, which is training its sights also on a virtual future. 
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Today’s elegantly refurbished facades and the blue skies above the main square are a 

testimony also to this most recent chapter in the city’s history. The renovation of its 

architectural substance and an unpolluted environment are direct results of the present 

prosperity, which is itself the consequence of a successful response to economic and 

structural change in Europe. 

 

It is evident that there is no single way of confronting the dark sides of this history. 

Reactions range from shamefaced reticence to painstaking research on the Nazi era. 

Today’s Linz is a city that actively confronts its specific urban character. Its own history 

plays an important role in this process: it is the source from which the identity of the 

present flows and which is vital for working on that identity in future. 

 

Embarrassed and speechless consternation has given way to critical questioning. In the 

same way the glorification of supposedly carefree eras of history has been eclipsed in 

favour of a detached contemplation of history in its totality. 

 

When does history begin? It has begun already – the present is after all the past of the 

future. And that is when the way we have handled the lessons of history will be judged by 

the next generation of Linzers. 

 

Niko Wahl lives in Vienna and Linz and is a historian with Project Development Linz09. 


